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Always Be You,  

Libby

                   TRENDS - come and go, but good 
        taste will always be in style! At Libby’s 
        we offer the trends, the styles, and even 
       the fashion colors, but .... we make sure that 
   it’s the right look for you!! One of the hottest trends for Fall 2021 is the 
   relaxed jogger pant. (No you don’t have to run in them!)
    Sympli, Joseph Ripkoff, even Ruby Road has the jogger style 
   pant this season. Some will have cuff hems, some tapered straight hems, 
pockets, but .... Comfort is #1. What is a jogger pant you ask? They are a relaxed straight  
leg - fuller in the hips and more tapered at the ankle. Joggers can be worn dressed up, or in 
a casual style. We will pair the Joseph Ripkoff solid  
black Jogger with a classic blazer, sweater, or even a  
denim jacket. Sympli will offer their Motion Trim Cuff  
Jogger with Motion Trim Sweatshirt to match in  
Melange Olive. Sympli’s fall colors at Libby’s will be: 
black (of course), Pomegrante (dark wine), Melange  
Olive, Navy, and Melange Sand. At Libby’s, we can  
create your look with these new colors and styles so you  
will be on TREND!!
 This year’s fall colors will make you think of fall  
foliage! Shades of Army Green, Olive, Rust, Pumpkin,  
and Golden shades of yellow will fill our store. These  
beautiful colors will layer with your denim, your black,  
your navy, and will add the fashion shades into  
“your look.” Layers are what Fall is all about! Keep  
those sleeveless blouses, mocknecks, or even tank tops -  
to put under your sweaters or jackets. Layers will always  
work on those cool mornings and evenings in the  
mountains.
 Speaking of layers, take a look at the layers of  
your life. Make time for God, your family, and your  
friends. Make time for yourself. Be a new friend to someone. Remember, old age is a gift, 
one that we hope stays with us a long time!
 Thank you for your friendship and your business.  
We look forward to seeing you soon!!



Upcoming Events
August 14 - Olde Beau Fashion  
                   Show - Tickets $40 

Sept 26 - In Store Fashion Show  
               @ 2:00 pm 

December 2-4 - Open House 

Make sure you recieve our emails, 
so you will know what’s happening 

at Libby’s!

    Some Truths We Should All Acknowledge
A Birth Certificate shows that we were born.
A Death Certificate shows that we have died.

Pictures show that we have lived!
Have a seat ... relax ... and read this slowly.

I Believe ...
That just because two people argue, it doesn’t mean they don’t  
 love each other.
That we don’t have to change friends if we understand that  
 friends change.
That you can do something in an instant that will give you  
 heartache for life.
That it’s taking me a long time to become the person I want  
 to be.
That you should always leave loved ones with loving words. It  
 may be the last time you see them.
That you can keep going long after you think you can’t.
That my best friend and I, can do anything, or nothing and have  
 the best time.
That maturity has more to do with what types of experiences  
 you’ve had and what you’ve learned from them and less  
 to do with how many birthdays you’ve celebrated.
That it isn’t always enough, to be forgiven by others.  
 Sometimes, you have to learn to forgive yourself.
That no matter how bad your heart is broken the world doesn’t  
 stop for your grief.
That our background and circumstances may have influenced  
 who we are, but we are responsible for who we become.
Two people can look at the exact same thing and see something  
 totally different.
That even when you think you have no more to give, when a  
 friend cries out to you - you will find the strength to help.
That credentials on the wall do not make you a decent human  
 being.
That the people you care about most in life are taken from you  
 to soon.

The happiest of people don’t necessarily have  
the best of everything:

They just make the most of everything.
Thank you God for all the wonderful people who help us 

through the journey of life. May Angels guard you and guide you!

European Sizing 36 to 41 
Black, Navy, Red, Army, Gunmetal, 

Brown, and Latte

Some styles are available in 42.


